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Rules allowing more bowfishing
at night in Wisconsin are help-
ing to boost bowfishing equip-

ment sales for Fred and Darla
Christen at F&D Archery, Osseo,
Wisconsin. Fred has long believed
other archery retailers should be
doing more to promote bowfishing,
and now that Wisconsin has relaxed
restrictions on night bowfishing with
the aid of lights, he’s even more
adamant about it.

Fred opened his pro shop in 1980,
and expanded it with an indoor range
in 1999. That’s where we met to talk
one warm evening in mid-June, a few
feet from where he and wife Darlene
have their trophy fish mounted on the
wall. Fred shot his first bowfishing
tournament in 1967, so he knows that
side of the sport as well as a life-long
hunter may know whitetails. In fact
the T-shirt he was wearing the evening
I interviewed him had an illustration
of a big carp, and the slogan
“Whitetails of the water.”

Back when he started, Fred used a

recurve bow that had a simple spool
taped to the front to hold the bowfish-
ing line. While that kind of low-cost
equipment is still available from com-
panies like Cajun Archery, that firm as
well as C.P. Oneida, PSE, Sullivan,
Muzzy and AMS Bowfishing also help
him stock a corner of the shop with
more sophisticated gear that today
brings in several thousand dollars in
annual sales. Fred himself favors
using a smooth drawing Oneida
Osprey fishing bow, because the force
draw curve makes it easy to snap
shoot at a partial draw when fish are
close. He’ll set it at 35 pounds when
he’s after carp, because he may draw
hundreds of times during a tourna-
ment. When he went down
to Louisiana to pursue alli-
gator gar, he had the bow
cranked up to 50 pounds
and was shooting rein-
forced arrows of his own
design. Mounting a 7-foot,
150 pound fish cost a small
fortune, but Fred figures

the publicity has been worth it. F&D
Archery sponsors its own deer show
each summer. Set for July 14 & 15th
this past summer, it kicks off the peak
sales season for the pro shop while
allowing area hunters to display
mounts and racks of their best bucks.
“That's what the boards are that run
along the sides of this range,” Fred
told me as we sat in the cool, well-
insulated addition to the retail shop,
built with the aid of customers who
volunteered their labor. “That’s where
we hang all the deer heads.”

Part of the draw is the opportuni-
ty for hunters to see what whitetails
others from the area took the previous
fall, and to have their own racks mea-

Night Bowfishing Boosts
Sales for Wisconsin Retailer

F&D Archery is located in the
countryside a couple miles west
of Osseo, Wisconsin. The pro
shop is to the left in this photo,
the indoor range is in the addi-
tion at the right. Customers were
already shooting on a 12-yard
range using scaled-down tar-
gets, but were so glad to have
the new space that many of them
pitched in on work crews to com-
plete the interior. At left, Fred
and Darlene stand by the mount-
ed fish that help generate inter-
est in bowfishing among their
customer base.
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sured by the scorers the Christens line
up for the weekend.  But Fred said last
year many of those attending said
they’d come to see his big fish.

“Shooting that alligator gar was
like Fred taking a 200 point whitetail,”
Darlene said from the perspective of
someone who has shared his passion
for bowfishing over the years. Fred
demurred, saying to be considered a
record book gar, it should weigh over
200 pounds. But for him, it probably is
the bowfishing trophy of a lifetime.

F&D has long displayed big rough
fish as a way of stoking interest in
bowfishing among its customers. A
unique gold carp was one of their
early mounts. Hanging a few feet from
our table was Darlene’s personal best,
a 30-pound buffalo fish, as well as a 5-
foot long, prehistoric-looking paddle-
fish Fred took on one of his out-of-
state trips. Just like hunting, bowfish-
ing gives its fans the opportunity to
travel to pursue different species. In
2006, Fred traveled to Texas,
Oklahoma, Illinois and Missouri to

bowfish, towing the Carp Stalker 2 you
see pictured below.

Fred got his start wading along
shore to hunt the rough fish available
in many lakes and streams in his
native Wisconsin. His first bowfishing
boat was 10 feet long, the second 15.
His newest rig, which naturally adver-
tises the business on the side, is what
he calls an “18 60.” It’s 18 feet long, 60
inches wide, with a modified V hull
that provides a very stable base for the
elevated shooting platform and all the
specialized equipment. A 70 horse-
power outboard zips the boat along to
whatever shallows Fred wants to
check out, then he fires up the fan
motor so the boat can skim through
weeds and algae that would quickly
foul any trolling motor.

Some bowfishing enthusiasts use
airboats with big, fixed air-cooled
engines whose thrust is diverted by
blades to provide the steering. In con-
trast, fan motors like his maneuver the
boat at slow speeds, Fred explained,
steering the boat by turning the fan in

whatever direction is needed. His fan
“blade” is a prop like you’d use on an
ultralight airplane, enclosed in a cage
for safety. The 22 hp Kohler engine is
the type you’re likely to find in many
garden tractors. The starter, throttle
and steering are all controlled from
the bow, so Fred can steer while he’s
hunting fish.

I’d bowfished several years ago
with this veteran retailer, during the
daytime, and while the clip-on polar-
ized sunglasses I wore helped me see
past some of the surface glare, I could-
n't seem to get the hang of shooting
low to adjust for the light refraction
that meant the fish were deeper than
they seemed. Night bowfishing, he
told me when he called with an invita-
tion this spring, would prove far easi-
er.

I wasn’t able to get away from the
office during the spawn, when rough
fish can be so thick in the shallows it
can be hard to pick a target. But even
in mid-June, when the rough fish were
tired from the spawn and were resting
in deeper waters, Fred was able to give
me and our young companion, Emilio
Christen, dozens of shots. The sun
was already under the horizon when
he shut down the outboard and start-
ed the generator. In clear water,
Darlene had told me, night bowfish-
ing can make you feel like you’re
inside an aquarium, because you can
see weeds, fish and bottom so clearly.
In mid-June, following an unusually
warm spring, the waters we hunted
were pretty soupy but we could still
see fish to a depth of about 3 feet if
they came within about 20 feet of the
lights. Those same lights attracted
clouds of insects, thankfully not the
biting kind.

Emilio and I took turns at the bow,
consistently shooting above the fish
Fred helped point out for us. Like me,
Emilio had bowfished before, but had
never reeled one in. After he made a
perfect spine shot on a fish directly in

Fred Christen and grandson Emilio stand by the bowfishing boat the pro shop owner
has used to introduce many a customer to the sport. For towing, the fan motor has been
tipped onto its side. The big generator at the rear powers the lights at the front that are
an essential part of night bowfishing. Fred had the boat manufacturer reinforce the hull
with extra ribs, to handle the thousands of pounds of fish it may carry in a tournament.
He also had floats welded to the rear on each side of the outboard, so the boat rides nice
and level despite the weight of the generator and fan motor.

By Tim Dehn
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front of the bow, I demonstrated that I
could consistently shoot under fish as
I overcompensated for the refraction
effect.  Then I finally connected, man-
aging to get three  into the plastic bar-
rels in as many hours, and missing
several dozen more.  

Fred missed a few close ones, I
think to make his grandson and I feel
better about it. But on distant, fleeing
fish, his instinctive shooting skills
were pretty impressive. He’s honed
them with a lot of tournament shoot-
ing with bowfishing partner Dave
Wilhelmson. Fred has also found ways
to improve the already good bowfish-
ing gear that’s available on the market.

We didn’t have any problem with
rests, because Fred’s bows are set up
with bullet-proof F&D Dream rests
molded from epoxy and glued onto
the risers with silicone adhesive.  Fred
designed the rests to fit the different
compounds sold for bowfishing, has
them molded by handicapped adults
employed at a sheltered workshop,
and sells them for $6.95 through the
shop’s internet site. (He’ll also whole-
sale them to other retailers, along with
the cases Darlene sews in bowfishing
camo. Twin zippers allow your cus-
tomer to zip the case closed while a
rod protrudes through the center.)

Fred likes the fast retrieves he gets
with the Muzzy Bowfishing reel, basi-
cally a giant spincasting reel with a
heavy-duty drive system of brass and
stainless steel.  He sells the reels for
$37.95, and figures he’ll move 35 of
them in the course of a year. The reels
mount on reel seats fitted with short
rods. Fred has modified his, as shown
above, so the line runs through the
rod in line with the hole in the reel, for
better arrow flight. 

Emilio had no trouble handling
the same reel on his light compound,
but I felt safer shooting the AMS
Retriever because in my highly excited
state, I’m sure I would have forgotten
to push the Muzzy reel’s release but-
ton. With the Retriever you simply
shoot and the heavy line pulls out of a
plastic bottle, then you pull the trigger

as you crank back in. 
Of course, Fred pointed out sever-

al times during the outing, if a certain
editor could get the hang of pulling
the Retriever’s trigger when the arrow
hit the water, I wouldn't end up with a
pile of line under my feet at each shot.
Like I said, I was safer with the
Retriever, even though I was slower
than my companions. The 130 pound
test line the Retriever handled was big
enough not to cut my hand as I pulled
loose arrows I’d buried in the mud,
after losing one of my leather gloves in
the excitement. (Those carp  will eat
anything!)

The bow that Fred had me shoot-
ing was a Browning Barracuda, built
at the PSE factory in Tucson. Under its
bowfishing camo, Fred said it’s basi-
cally a Discovery, fitted with higher
weight limbs and similar no let-off
eccentrics. That means the bow is very
light in the hand, quick to swing and
easy to hold for the hours some peo-
ple spend on the water. Fred said the
little bowfishing bow has a suggested
retail price of $229. If people want to
shoot it with let-off, maybe so they’re
more comfortable shooting dry-land
archery with it, he’ll sell them conven-
tional modules as well as the con-
stant-draw weight modules.

The Barracuda measures 32 inch-
es, axle to axle, weighs just 2.6 pounds
and has a peak draw weight of 40
pounds. You can handle draw lengths
all the way out to 30 inches, and peak
weight starts about 14 inches into the
draw. That versatility helps explain
why, in a single week this spring, F&D
Archery sold seven of them. You can
order the bow alone from your
Browning/PSE sales rep, or in a
Barracuda Combo package that
includes an AMS Retriever reel, two
solid fiberglass bowfishing arrows set

up with the AMS safety slide, and an
AMS Wave Roller rest.

Fred told me night bowfishing is
proving so popular in Wisconsin that
many Minnesota bowfishing fans
have bought Wisconsin fishing licens-
es so they can get in on the action.
That’s got the Minnesota DNR looking
at whether it should change regula-
tions to allow a sport that’s long been
the preferred way to bowfish in
Southern states. “This night bowfish-
ing is addicting,” Fred Christen told
me as we came off the water about 1
a.m. “If I was 25 years younger, I’d be
out four nights a week.”

After I was back in Minnesota, I
called Jeff Braun at the AMS
Bowfishing plant in Stratford,
Wisconsin to get his perspective. He
agreed bowfishing sales are growing
in Wisconsin due to the addition of
night bowfishing, but added they’re
generally trending up nation-wide.
Night bowfishing has long been legal
in the Southern states, he said, and it’s
encouraging to see Minnesota looking
at opening its lakes to night bowfish-
ing due to the lobbying efforts of bow-
fishing organizations. Outside the
Midwest, he said it’s normal for peo-
ple to graduate to bowfishing at night
as they gain some experience with the
sport and can set up the specialized
boats. At night there are fewer plea-
sure boaters and fishermen to con-
tend with, no glare on the water from
the sunlight, air temperatures are
lower and fish are generally calmer.

Bowfishing can be enjoyed as
soon as the ice goes out, he said, and
is best in early spring and summer
before weed growth is heavy and algae
blooms have clouded some lakes.
Serious bowfishermen like Braun and
Christen are dialed into a network of
friends that monitor water tempera-

Fred built an adapter
for the front of this reel
seat so the line doesn’t
have to angle down to
go through the rod
guide. He modifies the
fiberglass/graphite
shafts by gluing short
lengths of aluminum
shaft to the nock end,
so he can pop damaged
nocks out and replace
them on the water.
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ture and spawning activity. Wisconsin
alone offers the archer the ability to
hunt carp, buffalo, gar, redhorse,
suckers and dogfish, and species can
spawn at different temperatures.
When fish congregate to spawn in the
shallows, it makes for great action and
also enables bowfishing to do a public
service in helping to control rough
fish populations.

Braun said it’s great for sales at
individual businesses when archery
retailers are avid bowfishing enthusi-
asts, as Fred Christen is, but you really
don’t have to take up the sport to do
well selling bowfishing gear. Catalogs
from Muzzy and AMS can teach you a
lot about the sport, and videos each
company offers can show you more.
Bowfishing sets like the Retriever,
Retriever Pro and Big Game Retriever
Pro Combo Kits from AMS have every-
thing your customer needs, except the
bow. (The big game version is targeted
to hunters after nautical big game, like
alligator, alligator gar and shark. It fea-
tures a slotted reel and a float, so big
fish can be marked and pursued after
they’ve stripped all the line from the
bottle. The Fast Flight line is rated at
400 pounds, though you can order
heavier, 640 pound line to help resist
abrasion on flint-tough gar scales.)

AMS has its own bow, a 35 1/2
inch compound with draw weight
adjustable from 30 to 40 pounds. A
modest, 20 percent letoff Whiplash
cam makes it easy to shoot  at partial
draw when the action is fast or the fish
are close. (Burying your arrow in the

bottom just slows down the action.)
You can sell the Fish Hawk bow

alone or in the Fish Hawk Package
that includes Retriever Pro and Wave
Rest installed and ready to shoot.
Then all your customer needs to add
are some arrows and bowfishing
points. Suggest they practice by
shooting at a point on the bottom, or
by anchoring a jug or foam target at
the depth they expect to shoot fish at.
The longer they’ve been bowhunting,
the more time it may take to repro-
gram the brain for heavy arrows and
the bending of light at the water’s sur-
face.

Some retailers who add bowfish-
ing gear to bowhunting gear are con-
fused by the dramatic difference in
arrows, Braun said. For hunting, the
emphasis for years has been on speed,
so arrows have gotten lighter.
Bowfishing arrows have to be heavy to
fly well while pulling a line and to pen-
etrate water without losing their
punch in a big splash of energy. His
company sells both solid fiberglass
shafts and stiffer Carbon Spined
shafts that combine fiberglass with
five segments of carbon fiber. You can
order them alone or with 11 different
points installed. There are three
choices of Break Away Arrows for big
game, where the point is loose on the
shaft and comes off after impact so it’s
less likely that a thrashing alligator gar
or alligator will snap off the shaft.
Regardless of the type, each arrow is
set up with a Safety Slide allowing the
line to drape near the front, where it’s

Emilio and his grandfather celebrate the boy’s first fish, while clouds of insects attract-
ed by the boat lights circle around them.
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far less likely to get tangled on the
shooter’s hand or arrow rest.

Bowhunters and bowhunting
dealers understand the dangers of
sharp broadheads and treestands,
Braun noted, and bowfishing has its
own set of cautions. Because the
arrow is connected by a heavy line, a
tangle or a forgotten reel release can
send a arrow snapping back at the

shooter. At close range a direct hit on a
rock or concrete spillway can send a
shaft bouncing back at the archer.
Some fishing boats have fan motors to
contend with, and night fishing
involves running generators and
banks of light in highly conductive
aluminum boats in close proximity to
water. AMS now includes a safety
DVD in its Combo Kits along with an
instructional/action DVD, Braun said.

Editor’s Note: Dealers can request
a copy of the DVDs, and a AMS
Catalog, by calling (888) 541-7657. For
information on the Dream Rests avail-

able through F&D Archery go to
fdarchery.com. To request a Browning
catalog or check dealer pricing on the
Barracuda bow and bowfishing kits,
call the manufacturer at (520) 884-
9065. To contact Muzzy Products
about that company’s specialized
bowfishing gear, dial (770) 387-9300.
Find out more about the Michigan-
made Oneida Osprey bow at (231)
743-2427. You can get pricing and
product details from Cajun Archery at
(800) 551-3076, and from Sullivan
Industries at (706) 782-5863.

Dave White was betting that
bowfishing would enjoy some
healthy growth when he

bought Cajun Archery from founder
Billy Armentor in 2004 and moved it
from Louisiana to Logan, Utah. That’s
the year the FET switched from being
collected as a percentage of arrow
components to a flat fee paid only by
the shaft manufacturer.

“We’re one of the last mass pro-
ducers of cedar youth arrows,” White
told ArrowTrade earlier this fall. The
tax, which almost doubled the cost at
which the company could sell the
lightweight cedar arrows, helped drive
some competitors out of business.
White said it drove him to automate
more of the arrow-building process,
and to offer dealers a drop ship pro-
gram so if they make a volume sale to
a school or camp, they don’t have to
handle the arrows. 

White said while seeing the FET
shoot from 9 to 39 cents the first year
really hurt that cedar arrow product
line, the fact that imported arrows
were again subject to the same tax
helped his new firm. “One of my best
selling arrows is a children’s fiberglass
arrow. Before we couldn’t compete
with the imports on a product like
that: now we can.”

On the bowfishing side of the
business, Cajun developed Yellow
Jacket arrows to supplement the basic
white fiberglass arrows it had long
sold. It found a supplier that could
pultrude fiberglass along with five
reinforcing segments of carbon fiber.

“They’ve really taken the industry by
storm,” White said. “Other manufac-
turers already had carbon bowfishing
arrows and ones reinforced with alu-
minum, but they’re really expensive
and bowfishing isn’t as high a dollar
sport as big game hunting is.”

“Our Yellow Jacket arrows are 55
percent stiffer than standard white
fiberglass,” White continued, “so
they’re idea for someone shooting a
higher weight compound bow. A stan-
dard white fiberglass shaft will shoot
okay from bows up to about 50
pounds, but if you get much over that,
you really need something with more
spine. The Yellow Jackets are durable,
they’re much straighter than white
fiberglass shafts, and cost twice as
much. Even then, you’re talking about
a bowfishing arrow that complete
with point will retail for around $10.”

Bowhunters have their favorite
broadheads, and bowfisherman are
no different. Cajun sells 11 different
bowfishing points, including two
styles based on the popular Warhead
brand that the company purchased in

2005. The Warhead has flat barbs
twisted into a spiral. They help to spin
and stabilize the arrow as it hits the
water and they provide good holding
power on soft-fleshed fish.

For 2007, the company improved
the Warhead and the wider Longhorn
version by sharpening the leading
edges of the barb, for improved pene-
tration. At the lower end of the price
scale are four “Stinger” models that
have fixed spring barbs. At the upper
end is a 555 grain Whaler suitable for
larger fish and reptiles, with four wide
barbs that flip out at right angles to a
width of 2.7 inches. 

For 2008, Cajun plans to add
another big game bowfishing point,
this one developed within the Steel
Force broadhead line. White has no
reservations about stocking non-
Cajun brands in his quest to offer
retailers bowfishing products at a
wide range of prices. While Cajun
assembles and sells thousands of the
simple tape on and screw-on alu-
minum bowfishing spools, it also
offers the AMS Retriever reels in the
standard and pro versions, and the
Zebco 808 Bowfisher reel.

Zebco introduced the 808
Bowfisher two years ago, White said,
as a heavy spincasting reel designed
for the rigors of bowhunting. The
drive train is all metal, and is connect-
ed to an oversized crank. The twin
pickup pins within the oversized body
are ceramic to better resist corrosion
and the abrasion possible with heavy
bowfishing lines. Cajun stocks the Fast

Cajun Betting On Bowfishing’s Growth

Warhead
fish point
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Flight braided Spectra bowfishing
lines made by Brownell, in 100 and
200 foot rolls, in both 100 pound and
400 pound test. It also sells an 80-
pound test braided nylon line, a good
choice for winding around drum-style
bowfishing reels.

You’ll find the nylon line, a drum
style reel and a white fiberglass shaft
tipped with a Wee Stinger point in an
entry-level bowfishing kit retailers sell
for around $20. “A lot of retailers face
customers who come in for the first
time to say, ‘We just got invited to go
bowfishing in a couple days, my kids
and I, what do we need,’” White relat-
ed. “For about 20 bucks they can go
bowfishing for the first time, while we
have other kits for the advanced
shooter that sell for over $100.”

At the top end, you’d be stocking
the kit that includes the Zebco 808
Bowfisher Reel that’s used with a
heavy duty aluminum reel mount  you
screw into the stabilizer mounting
hole. Cajun has the knurled mounting
rings and the hoods that tighten over
the reels seat formed from heavy alu-
minum and then gold-anodized to
contrast with the black shaft. The kit
include two Yellow Jacket arrows set
up with the AMS Safety Slide and
tipped with the Sting-A-Ree

Tournament Series points that have
replaceable hardened chisel tips.

Between products like the reel
mounts and products from other
manufacturers, White said Cajun’s line
is now broad enough to serve as a sin-
gle source supplier to any retailer who
wants to set up a bowfishing depart-
ment. “We can help you serve every-
one from the beginner who stands on
the bank to shoot spawning fish for an
hour at a time, to the person who has
invested $20,000 to $30,000 in a bow-
fishing boat and travels all over the
country to participate in tourna-
ments.”

White said Cajun Archery has
enjoyed double-digit growth the past
three years, and he’s convinced the
sport is growing. “For one thing,
unlike bowhunting the access is not
limited. Especially in the Midwest and
East, if you don’t have access to a deer
lease you may not have a quality hunt.
I’ve yet to see a farmer charge anyone
to stand on the bank of their pond or
stream and shoot carp.”

Invasive fish species are a real
problem for fish and game depart-
ments, White said, and bowfishing
regulations reflect that. “Here in Utah
carp are such a problem that there is
no limit and you can shoot them day

or night, year-round. Last summer my
5 and 10-year old were helping me
launch our boat at a spot where a lot of
kayakers and canoers go, a lot of non-
consumptive users. One of the ladies
came over to ask what we were doing.
When my son said we were there to
shoot rough fish, she gave him a
thumbs up and said, ‘Well, shoot them
all.’”

In his native state, White said the
fish and game department allows you
to leave the dead fish in the lake to
decompose the same way they would
have if they’d died a natural death.
That’s prohibited in some other states
and none want to see them left to rot
on the bank. Retailers should know
the options in their area when cus-
tomers ask about fish disposal. Some
rough fish end up in gardens or fields
as fertilizer, others are wrapped and
go into the trash. White said zoos may
accept fish for animal feed. Fred
Christen, who sparked our interest in
this bowfishing article by inviting
ArrowTrade’s editor for a ride, said in
rural areas landowners may allow you
to leave fish in wooded areas to feed
coyotes and other varmints.

Cajurn Archery offers six different  bowfish-
ing kits. The most expensive includes a
heavy duty reel seat (below) for the Zebco
808 Bowfisher reels. The twin arrows are
already set up with the Sting-A-Ree
Tournament Series points and the AMS
Safety Slide. The Safety Slide lets you drape
the line from the front of the arrow, where
it’s unlikely to tangle, then slides to the rear
for improved arrow flight.

Circle 197 on Response Card
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